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THE BEST VIDEO IDEAS I HAVE
ARE WHEN I’M HANGING OUT
WITH MY FRIENDS. page 16

I AM THE NEW FULL-FRAME D850. When self-taught builder, metal worker, and
“maker-of-everything,” April Wilkerson needed to take her how-to videos to the next level,
she turned to the Nikon D850. With 4K UHD video and amazing low-light shooting, the
D850 shows her work like never before. Focus peaking, 4K/8K time-lapse, and 120 fps
slow-motion add to the list of the D850’s cutting-edge video features. Even more, the D850’s
unmatched combination of resolution and speed assure that April’s still shots are just as
exceptional. Showcase your passion in the way it deserves with Nikon’s most versatile camera ever.
See how the D850 has what it takes at nikonusa.com/D850.
Nikon is a registered trademark of Nikon Corporation. ©2017 Nikon Inc.
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Any YouTube creator who sticks with
their channel beyond a handful of
videos will eventually need a strategy
for handling the most active among
their subscribers.
While leaving comments unmoderated lets you avoid upsetting those
whose comments would be removed,
doing so risks that audience upsetting one another instead. Moderating, on the other hand, takes time
and risks potential backlash from
viewers who have their comments
moderated out. However, most creators will find the result of comment
moderation is a healthier and more
welcoming community. Viewers will
feel empowered to contribute to the
discussion if they know they aren’t
vulnerable to responses from trolls.
Generally, the benefits of moderating comments outweigh the drawbacks, but doing so can eventually
come at the expense of productivity.
As your subscriber count climbss, the
amount of time spent moderating
can become daunting.
YouTube offers channels a tool for
overcoming this headache: comment
moderators. This is where the hard
work a channel puts into building a
healthy community pays dividends.
Loyal viewers make great moderators.
When comparing the comment
sections of Vice News and the Vlog-

brothers, it’s clear that two highlyrespected YouTube channels of
similar size can have starkly different
communities. The Vlogbrothers generally have positive and supportive
commenters, but on Vice News, it’s
common to find flagrant racism on
the first page of the discussion.
Part of this phenomena is probably due to the content of each channel, but Hank Green of the Vlogbrothers has been vocal about his
enthusiasm for comment moderation. Vice News has taken a handsoff approach. Considering some of
the blatantly offensive content in
the comments, it’s safe to conclude
they don’t look at it often.
How you decide to manage your
community is up to you. Ultimately
the decision boils down to whether
or not you want to cultivate a true
community or just a collection of
detached voices.

Mike Wilhelm - Editor in Chief
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CONSPIRACY THEORY

YouTube Wants You Out

Dark times are upon us. Recent events have painted a picture of the disturbing
new stance that YouTube is taking. They want you out. Not as a viewer of
course, but as a creator — YouTube isn’t interested in your voice.

CONSPIRACY THEORY

BY ERIK FRITTS

YOUTUBE WANTS YOU OUT
The independent creators whose
rants, tutorials and cat videos built
YouTube into the behemoth that
they are were nothing but stepping
stones along a path to becoming
yet another distribution channel
for the media elite. Of course, as

with all nefarious schemes, this
situation is the work of The Man.
The Man doesn’t want independent content creators to have a
place to express their opinions because unsavory voices can start to
leak out. Voices critical of The Man,

YO U T U B E R
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or critical of the reptilians. Voices
that threaten the social order;
voices that inspire us to liberation.
The agenda at YouTube is becoming clear—sacrifice the small creators on the alter of major media.
The sacrifice started out on the
‘Trending’ page, where small creators seldom seem to make it anymore, regardless of how popular
their videos are, while major media
figures find themselves trending
every day. Soon, the divide grows
over who is allowed to monetize
certain content. Next, the sacrifice
moves into full swing, with Mr.
YouTube (an agent of The Man) tying PewDiePie to a blood alter in an
attempt to appease ancient gods.
So what’s next? What comes after
the purge is complete and YouTube
is free of the lowly independent creators? Once YouTube is cemented
as a major media player, it sets it
sights on the other big dogs—the
CW, Seeso, AOL Prodigy—and

“

attempts to become the dominant media force on the
planet. It all boils down to one thing: YouTube is on a
rampage towards total global content domination. But
this is just the beginning, YouTube, now in firm control
of the Earth’s media—and therefore the minds of
earthlings—begins to reach to the stars in an effort to
control all content produced in the galaxy, all content
in the universe. It very well could be that YouTube is
on the path to becoming the all-knowing multi-dimensional intelligence represented by the black monolith in
Stanley Kubrick’s “2001: A Space Odyssey.”
Our culture is driven by media. When YouTube
began, it was based in democratized distribution. It
did a service to creators, and to humanity in general,
by allowing the entire spectrum of voices to be heard
in equality. As the site moves more and more towards
just being another platform for major media, it robs
the world of underrepresented voices. YouTube, which
once was a major disruptor in the entertainment
industry, has just become another brick in the wall of
standardized conformity.
This evil agenda behind the scenes at YouTube is undeniable because otherwise, my videos would definitely
get more views. Because they’re awesome.
Erik is a writer, photographer and filmmaker from Sacramento, California.

WHAT COMES
AFTER THE
PURGE IS
COMPLETE AND
YOUTUBE IS
FREE OF LOWLY
INDEPENDENT
CREATORS?
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How to Make Money on YouTube without Adsense

Depending on how fast your internet connection is, it could take 20 minutes or
12 hours to upload a video to YouTube. Depending on your own skills, it could
take any amount of time to actually produce that video. With all this effort going
into sustaining a YouTube channel, it’s no wonder that creators want stable
revenue sources as compensation and motivation.

TRENDS

BY RHIANNON MCGAVIN

HOW TO MAKE MONEY ON YOUTUBE WITHOUT ADSENSE

A few years ago, it would have been
laughable if someone quit their job
or left school to become a “fulltime YouTuber,” but that’s actually
one of the most popular aspirational professions for teenagers
now. In a changing world, here are
some alternate revenue sources to

consider before turning that second bedroom into a
functional studio.
ADVERTISING WITHOUT ADSENSE
First, advertisers outside of Adsense should be considered. Sponsored content has made production easier
for many YouTubers, but it requires a level of brand
awareness and stability that not everyone has when
YO U T U B E R
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they are just starting out. Sponsored content is when a company
will reach out to a creator and pay
for specific content to be created,
usually with product placement, in
exchange for a fee. Depending on
how intensive the work is, and how
large of a following the creator has,
this fee could be anywhere from
100 bucks to thousands of dollars
to….oodles.
Lower on the scale would be
affiliate links, commonly used by
creators in the tech and beauty
genres. The creator will mention a
product in the video, with a link to
buy the product in the description
box; every time someone clicks
this link, a third-party website
generates about .01 cents, to share
between them and the creator,
even if the viewer does not actually
buy the product. This has a much
lower risk than sponsored content
and is generally more accessible to
creators with smaller audiences.
SUPPORT FROM VIEWERS
On the other side of the coin lies
the products that the creator makes
themselves! YouTubers have always
had a certain affinity for music,
since the platform is so welcoming
to upcoming musicians. It might
be time to take the next step and
make those songs available for
paid download. YouTubers like
Tyler Oakley have made waves in
the publishing industry recently by
putting out books detailing their
experiences. Self-publishing is its
own bag of worms, but putting
out little pamphlets of your personal writing could be a fun way to

involve your audience. These are
more artsy revenue sources, with
respective trials and tribulations, so
these methods work best if you had
an interest in those areas before
you wanted to settle finances!
The most common merchandise
for YouTubers is, of course, the
ubiquitous t-shirt. Personally speaking, I have at least six old, neon
articles of clothing with a digital
brand plastered across the front
that I bought when I was in middle
school and now use for apartmentcleaning. When crafting her
merchandise, the musician Mitski
only creates things that she could
see herself wearing, which is a great
rule of thumb for any artist. Be more
creative than just putting your face
or an inside joke on a shirt!
For the sake of the audience, you
should also consider what’s fashionable and what will last longer than
the want to purchase it. It’s also easier to begin with a poster; you can
reuse the designs for later products.
In any case, the creator must ask
themselves what products best fit
their channel and personal brand.
The final revenue method is
just asking people for money. And
there’s nothing wrong with that! If
you are creating things that people
enjoy, then you should be supported as you try to make better videos.
For specific projects like short films
or albums, websites like Kickstarter
or Go Fund Me can be very useful.
With a certain budget in mind, you
can reach out to people and involve
the audience in the creation of
the project; it is worth noting that
some websites take a larger perYO U T U B E R
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Tyler Oakley’s book is one example of a
creator finding ways to use their creativity and their following to make money
outside of YouTube.

centage of the donations than others, so be sure to account for that.
Best of all, there’s Patreon, which
was actually started by YouTube
creators! Viewers can pledge a
certain dollar amount for each
video you upload and receive
secret content and special perks in
return. This website is similar to
the Renaissance-method of funding, whereby wealthy patrons gave
money to their favorite artists in
exchange for personalized pieces.
These different sources of revenue
work for people in many stages of
their career. Find a method that fits
your channel best!
Rhiannon McGavin began making YouTube
videos when she was 12, and continues
to use the platform to discuss art, literature
and lipstick. She interned for 2 years at RED
Studios in Los Angeles, and currently makes
waffles in the film equipment rental office of
UCLA between classes.

Panasonic LUMIX GH5

The GH5 - The Hybrid Shooters Choice:
A Conversation With The Beard God.

SPONSORED

Recently we met up with Torin Simpson of Beard God Media House to talk about his experience
shooting the Panasonic Lumix GH5. Torin considers himself a hybrid shooter, a user that requires
both good photo and video capabilities.

Torin states “From a hybrid’s point of view, that’s
looking for high quality video, as well as being able
to shoot really sharp solid good photos — then you
can’t beat the GH5 right now.“ He continues “The
4K 10-bit alone, if it had just that, I would be happy,
but having 4K 60 frames per second (fps), 180 fps in
HD and [it] shoots good stils — there’s nothing out
there that even comes close.”
“I’ve been creating video content for a little over
12 years now, and about two years ago I went into
business myself, started a video production company. Before, I had primarily worked in sports
documentary work.” Torin has worked for Oakland Raiders, San Francisco Giants, Golden State
Warriors and the LA Clippers. Depending on the
budget, Torin’s crew can range from just himself to
a small crew. “I just finished a mini-doc, 17 minutes, I was the only person to work on it. I shot it,
produced it, wrote it, voiced it and edited it. Though
it’s not my prefered way to work, I can do it when
the budget requires.”
When shooting either video or photos, Toris says
usability is key. “When I’m taking photos, getting
exposure right and quickly changing the ISO or shutter is important. The GH5 feels very natural to me.”
Prior to the release of the GH5, Torin had extensive use with the GH4. The first thing that stood
out to him was “The noise on this camera in
general, for both video and photos is much better than the GH4.” Another feature that stood out
to him was 4K 10-bit recording: “Not needing an
external recorder to get that quality of footage is
pretty amazing.” He goes on, “It definitely fits my
workflow, but it’s not always necessary for the
project, you know, because of budgets.” For Torin,
the improvement in quality comes with a deeper
workflow, so it’s not always a good fit, but he feels

YO U T U B E R

that “It’s like having a weapon in your toolbox:
When you need it, you can take it out.”
Time-lapse is where the video and photo world collide. When speaking about shooting time-lapse, Torin
says “The time-lapse with the GH5 is pretty cool.
You don’t need an intervalometer for it. It’s actually
in the camera, so you can see your shooting interval,
tell you how many images you’re going to get for
how long you shoot it, so it’s ready to go”.
Torin admits that the GH5 isn’t the only camera he
shoots, sometimes he uses the GH5 as a B-camera.
Torin says “I shoot V-log because my other camera is
a Sony FS-5 and I shoot it in S-log. I have no issues
matching up the footage.” Still even Torin knows that
getting correct exposure when shooting in log can be
difficult. That’s why he notes, “the V-log view assist
was really nice addition.”
When speaking about the overall value of the camera, Torin says “It’s a great first camera because of
the price. For someone that is just starting out, you
get a lot out of the camera for the cost.” Regardless
of what you need to do with the GH5, it has you
covered. To learn more details about the GH5, visit
the Panasonic Lumix website.
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OPINION
Bots are Ruining the Internet
Content is created everyday, but not all of the responses the world gives
to that content are real. Follow bots, comment bots and other bot tools are
affecting how content spreads in a negative way.
BY PETER ZUNITCH

The internet is really good for some things: Information, provided you do your research and trust the
right sources; socializing, provided you talk to the
right people; making money, provided that everything works as it should and is as secure as it should
be; sharing and creativity, provided there’s some level
of respect; and exploitation, provided there’s — well
— no, the internet is just good at that.
We toil endlessly to arrive at an amalgam of our
work we think is complete enough to share with
others, not caring, but secretly hoping that someone
will like what we do. It’s our business, our hobby, our
passion. Through YouTube, Vimeo, social media, we
throw ourselves out there, exposing what we see fit so

someone somewhere might give
us a thumbs up, helping us achieve
our fifteen megabytes of fame. We
are scrutinized and judged, be it
constructively or maliciously, for a
small pittance, or merely for reassurance that we are on the right
track. Those of us who understand
help one another to build a better
place. But our one voice means
nothing, and our collective consensus now means even less.
For every thousand of us who
may speak up for what we believe
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Bots are Ruining the Internet

is right, there’s a bot in the corner of a temperature
controlled room using hundreds of thousands of
our own names against us, letting those who seek
to exploit secure their stranglehold on tomorrow’s
dollar, which we struggled so hard to make. For
every honest coin we earn per month on page views,
there’s someone with a bot driving someone else’s
profit through the roof, allowing them to sit on a
beach somewhere and laugh.
Do you want to make it look like you’ve got more
followers? Want to sway the general opinion?
Create a comment bot. It doesn’t matter if what
it says is even part of the conversation. Want to
make someone appear more popular than they
are? Create a follow bot. We don’t really want the
insightful, intelligent people at the top anyway. It’s
not about what we like or want anyway, it’s about
someone else’s agenda.
This is nothing new. It’s always been here, but
things are changing. Bots are becoming — I hesitate
to use the word — smarter. I’ve seen proof of bots
scanning the comments and picking out parts of
other posts, trying to piggyback on them to “seamlessly” integrate their own comments into the line as
if legit. It’s not there yet, but it’s coming. It’s getting
harder and harder to tell which comment is real, and
don’t get me started on how many scam phone apps
have over 1 million likes.
It’s the little guys, the legit guys, even the advertisers
who are paying the price. You used to be able to trust
that you couldn’t trust anyone, but now you don’t even

“

BUT I DIDN’T
SAY THAT; IT
WAS A BOT.
know if there’s anyone really there
to trust, if you get my meaning.
Scrap content makes page one
and the good stuff gets buried, kind
of like our national newspapers
with politics (and yes, that’s a dig).
For the viewer, it means we can
no longer trust that what we are
really looking for has already been
discovered and highlighted by our
peers. For the presenter, it means
that there’s no reliable method of
feedback, and we have no one to
blame but ourselves. But I didn’t
say that; it was a bot.
Like every town and every turn,
there are good people and bad, but
on the internet, the tables are not
turned; they’re broken. It is not
the public we must fear. It is the
programmer who has stolen our
voices. We know what the internet
should be. We know what we want
it to be. This isn’t it.
Peter Zunitch is a video editor for Medscape/WebMD.
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DC-GH5
DMC-G85

Why settle for video only?
Over the last decade, mirrorless hybrid photography has evolved
from a niche subset into the new standard for professional
videographers and still photographers alike. Compact, lightweight
LUMIX cameras and lenses offer the best of modern video technology
along with the unlimited possibilities of 4K video frame capture
and editing, with incredible detail retention, true-to-life color,
dual image stabilization, advanced auto focus and built-in WiFi.

We’ve changed photography. Now it’s your turn.

#wherelumixgoes
Photo Credit: Ben Grunow | DC-GH5 with Leica DG Vario Elmarit 8-18mm Lens

1/400 sec, F/5.6, ISO 100, Focal Length 12mm (24mm, 35mm camera equivalent)

OPINION
Fighting the Adpocalypse with Ads Targeting Adults
The Adpocalypse is upon us and few are righteous enough to survive the horror that is demonetization. Creators are being forced to choose between betraying their creative voice
and loosing revenue. Many are fleeing YouTube for alternatives like Twitch and looking for
revenue in new places like Patreon, but there is another option.
BY ERIK FRITTS

This year saw major restructuring
to the way content creators can
monetize their YouTube channels.
Early in 2017, we were hit with the
Adpocalypse — a massive boycott
of YouTube by major marketers,
followed by a series of changes
that altered the way ads are run
on videos. The new changes mean
that creators can lose revenue if
their content is falls into any of a
number of categories including
“shocking” or dealing with “sensitive social issues”.
This was a blow felt across the
board. Science educators and
prank channels, gamers and
beauty vloggers — somehow the
changes seemed to affect everyone
on the platform. Content creators
simply aren’t making as much
money as they had been.

a humor magazine that made a point to ridicule
everyone and everything; nothing was considered
off-limits. Initially, with their ‘sick and depraved’
reputation, the Lampoon had a hard time finding
advertisers. They had an audience; it was just a
matter of framing it properly. Through researching
their demographic, The Lampoon knew that their
audience drank more alcohol than average magazine readers, so their strategy became targeting
liquor companies for ads. They continued figuring
out which niches their audience fell into and going
after specifically targeted ad dollars.

WHAT COULD YOUTUBE DO
DIFFERENTLY?
Specialized content could be sponsored by ads specially tailored to
those markets.
This ground has already been
tread. National Lampoon was
YO U T U B E R
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CAN THIS APPLY TO
YOUTUBE CHANNELS?
Of course!
There’s plenty of advertisers
who are not best served with
broad, mainstream audiences
or family friendly fare. Edgier
content is a great place for their
edgier ads — for alcohol, sex toys,
maybe even the burgeoning legal
marijuana industry. I’d bet the
majority viewers watching prank
videos rarely care about an ad for
the newest full sized truck, but a
30-second spot for Wiz Khalifa’s
special blend of Khalifa Kush
might actually be relevant to their
daily lives.
WHO WOULD BENEFIT?
This could work out for everyone.
Content creators wouldn’t be
stuck trying to conform to YouTube’s delicate policies about
“shocking” or “sensitive” content
in order bring in revenue. Brands
would be able to better target who
they’re marketing to, allowing

“

IN THIS
MODERN ERA
OF MEDIA
CONSUMPTION,
NICHE IS
THE NEW
MAINSTREAM.

Edgier content draws an edgier audience, one that
might actually want to see advertisements for products considered taboo by some.

them to better use their ad dollars. YouTube would
win by appealing to the creators who are leaving in
search of more creative freedom and by opening
more opportunities for a greater range of advertisers to find their audience. Even the viewers win since
they would be seeing ads that are more relevant to
their lives instead of those that are just trying to
throw as wide a net as possible.
In this modern era of media consumption, niche
is the new mainstream. Advertising is the lifeblood
of the YouTube monetization model, and the powers that be should be working to open up more
avenues for advertisers to connect with audiences.
That means increasing the diversity of content, not
homogenizing it.
Erik is a writer, photographer and filmmaker from Sacramento,
California.
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ALISHA
MARIE
HOW THIS LIFESTYLE VLOGGER
REACHED 6.5 MILLION
SUBSCRIBERS WITHOUT
LOSING HER CREATIVE IDENTITY
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ALISHA MARIE
SUBSCRIBERS: 6,570,057
UPLOADS: 237
VIDEO VIEWS: 671,711,908
CHANNEL TYPE: HOWTO
USER CREATED: APRIL 18TH, 2008

Alisha Marie runs a successful lifestyle channel made up of makeup, fashion and increasingly popular comedy videos. Alisha has used her personality and approachable shooting and editing style to
build a huge, dedicated audience. After nearly a decade on YouTube, Alisha has some advice for
new creators looking to grow their channel and develop consistent content.

ALISHA MARIE

HOW THIS LIFESTYLE VLOGGER REACHED 6.5 MILLION
SUBSCRIBERS WITHOUT LOSING HER CREATIVE IDENTITY
BY EMILY FULLER

A

lisha Marie has a contagious enthusiasm for
life that is on display in
any video you might pick out on
her channel. Her YouTube videos
cover everything from makeup
tutorials to fashion style guides
and funny comedy sketches. She’s
gained a huge following in YouTube’s crowded lifestyle genre,
with more than 8 million subscribers between her two channels. Alisha has turned her lively personality and bright, fast editing style
into a successful YouTube business. Along the way, she has found
ways to build a strong relationship
with her audience while staying
true to the original home-movie
style and feel of her videos.
ORIGINS
In 2008, Alisha stumbled upon
YouTube, then a young platform,
and quickly became obsessed.
When she first joined the site,
most of the uploads on YouTube
were home videos or webcamstyle content, and many creators
YO U T U B E R
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HOW THIS LIFESTYLE VLOGGER REACHED 6.5 MILLION SUBSCRIBERS WITHOUT LOSING HER CREATIVE IDENTITY

didn’t put a lot of effort into editing. Alisha says she would spend
hours watching videos that other
creators were producing until one
day she decided to go for it herself. Her first video was a makeup
tutorial, a review of a lip gloss,
and from the very beginning,
Alisha loved the creative process
of filming, editing and uploading
her own original content.
Today Alisha has nearly 6.5
million subscribers on her main
channel, and more than 2 million
on her vlog channel, but she never
expected the channel to grow to
this size. Initially she was convinced that seniority played the
biggest role in a channel’s success — the longer you had been on
YouTube, the more views and subscribers you were going to have.
But as she saw newer, younger
channels creating hit viral videos,
she realized there was more to it.
She said these successful creators
were paying attention to details
like lighting and backgrounds and
focusing on trending topics that
would really reel in viewers — so
Alisha started doing the same.
Her channel didn’t grow right
away, and she says that the first
three years showed a steady but
slow increase in views and subscribers. Then after three years,
Alisha moved out of her parents
house and decided to really commit to the channel, investing all
her time and effort into creating
and uploading as many videos as
possible. She increased her posting consistency and diversified the
types of videos she was uploading.

Though she started with a focus on make-up and beauty, Alsiha has since branched out
into other genres, specifically comedy and prank videos.

Her channel shifted from mostly makeup and fashion
videos into comedy sketches, which include things
like DIY pranks and funny scenarios that lots of her
viewers can relate to.
Once she committed to honing and focusing her
content, Alisha saw the channel grow dramatically
over a period of about three months, and it’s been a
steady increase ever since.
Alisha says she never thought she would do comedy
videos and never could have predicted their huge
popularity. Her channel is still considered a lifestyle
channel, but her popular Prank Wars and Back to
School videos are a far cry from the first makeup
review video she uploaded nearly 10 years ago.
Alisha said her comedy videos have seen the most
success because these videos are a return to her
YouTube roots. Her comedy videos look and feel
like home movies, and she produces them as part
of a family team that includes her and her sister,
Ashley Nicole. For Alisha, comedy videos are the
most personally relatable and easiest to film. She
said she feels much more at ease filming a prank
video with her sister than shooting a formal interview with bright lights and dozens of crew members running around on set. For a comedy sketch,
Alisha uses just one camera with an attached mic
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and a couple of lights. Her videos resonate with
viewers because of the down-to-earth, funny content rather than a flashy shooting style or professional quality editing.
PROCESS
Alisha takes inspiration for her videos from real life
experiences, which allows her to more easily portray
the scenario on camera. These organic, spontaneous,
sometimes awkward moments are Alisha’s biggest
source of inspiration for videos and another way she
honors her home-video style beginnings. Alisha also
tailors her content to different seasons and events
and has several ongoing series like Roommate Wars
that keep viewers interested week after week. Alisha’s biggest piece of advice for generating video
ideas — just live your life.
“The best video ideas I have are when I’m hanging
out with my friends and we’re doing something fun
instead of me just sitting at a desk with a paper trying
to write up amazing ideas,” she said.
Alisha’s videos are quite diverse for a lifestyle
channel, but she’s developed some tricks to keep her

content focused and cohesive. Alisha’s personality plays a big role
in creating consistency across all
her videos, and it keeps viewers
attached to her channel. She says
it’s important to use visual cues to
help develop your brand. Creators
should pay attention to small
details like thumbnails, fonts and
graphics and bigger visual cues
like the pace of the editing style
and the effects that are used in
order to maintain consistency
across the channel. Alisha works
hard to create thumbnails that
look uniform but also highlight
the most interesting aspect of
each video. She also establishes
consistency through her intros,
which she tailors for specific
holidays or themed videos, giving
viewers an Easter egg to watch
out for. She says this visual con-

Alisha uses thumbnail images to highlight the funniest or most eye-catching moments in each of her uploads. Even though each thumbnail is unqiue, consistent colors and styling helps the channel feel cohesive.
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sistency has helped her establish a
uniform product, something her
audience really appreciates.
“Viewers want to come back and
know what to expect every time
you upload a video,” she said.
The video production process
is a family business for Alisha
and her sister, who usually make
up the entire crew. The duo
relies on a Canon 5D Mark IV
with a mounted microphone and
multiple lenses, including a wide
angle lens that she can switch out
to give the videos a different look
from time to time. Alisha edits
all her videos herself using Final
Cut Pro, and as an editor she’s a
bit of a perfectionist. By doing
the editing herself, she’s able to
maintain control over the consistent branding and tone she’s
established across all her videos.
Alisha says YouTubers have a
unique amount of control over
their projects because they wear
all the creative hats.
“When you go into the entertainment industry, there is a huge
crew — everyone has different
jobs for one project — but we’re
the director, producer, editor and
talent,” she said.
Alisha uploads a new video on
her channel every Sunday, and
she can tell from the comments
that her viewers really appreciate
the consistency. She says she gets
comment from viewers who can’t
wait for a new video to premiere
every Sunday, the same way some
people wait eagerly for a new
episode of a network show to premiere every week.

In addition to her YouTube channels, Alisha also maintains a
significant presence on Twitter, Instagram and Snapchat.

BUILDING RELATIONSHIP WITH VIEWERS
Alisha wants to keep her viewers happy, and she’s
found a simple formula that works pretty well —
make videos that viewers want to watch. She welcomes comments from her fans; she reads them carefully and often takes requests and recommendations
directly from viewers.
“I want constructive criticism because I don’t want
to spend hours and hours every week on a video that
[viewers] don’t like and don’t want to see,” said Alisha.
Alisha said she can tell that her viewers appreciate
how much work goes into producing her content. She
tries to provide variety for viewers, changing up her
posting schedule to mix in makeup, fashion and comedy videos. She might make a full blown video based
off of an idea from a fan, which is part of how she fosters her community of viewers. “I want them to feel
like a family and feel like they’re part of it,” she says.
She said fans appreciate this type of direct response,
and it heightens their dedication to the channel.
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Instead of guessing how her
viewers are responding or reacting to a certain video or series,
she asks them. In addition to her
YouTube audience, Alisha has
millions of followers on Twitter,
Instagram and Snapchat. She’s
used Instagram’s polling feature
to get a general feel for her audience and find out what they want
to see next. She uses Snapchat
and Instagram stories to let her
audience know when a new video
is up. Fans have even told her
that they discovered her YouTube
channel through her Instagram
or Twitter, which is surprising,
she said, since YouTube is her
first and primary platform.
GROWTH
Alisha has seen her audience
grow substantially over the past
nine years due to her dedication
to consistency with her branding, voice and posting schedule.
Another way she’s fostered her
channel’s growth is through
collaboration videos, a process
which allows two creators to tap
into each other’s viewership and
creative resources.
Over the summer, Alisha collaborated with the popular YouTube
comedian Shane Dawson, at his
request. This was the first time
she had worked with someone in
an entirely separate genre, but it
turned out to be one of her most
successful collaborations. She
and Shane found that they share
a lot of the same audience, which
makes the collaboration a special
treat for viewers.

Shane Dawson and Alisha Marie share many overlapping subscribers and appeal to
similar viewers, so it’s easy to see why their first collaboration was a success.

“It was successful because it helped both of us and
because viewers loved it; they wanted more,” she said.
Alisha acknowledges asking another creator to collab can be tricky, and she said when requesting a collaboration you should try to avoid coming off as a fan
girl. Usually, she collaborates with other creators she’s
already friends with, or tries to establish a relationship with a certain creator before even mentioning
the possibility of collaborating.
TAKEAWAYS FOR EMERGING CREATORS
Alisha is a self-proclaimed perfectionist when it comes
to editing, and this is one area where she’s had to learn
to loosen her creative grip over the past nine years. She
said in the beginning, she thought that the longer she
spent editing, the better a video would perform.
“I would sit down for hours,” she explains, “and just
aimlessly edit and then sit back and think, ‘viewers
won’t notice the difference between these two cuts
that are identica.l’”
Videos don’t necessarily go viral because of their
stellar editing, and sticking to her home video style,
Alisha said she realized her videos didn’t have to look
professional to be successful. So how does she decide
when the video is ready to upload?
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“I sit down and watch my video a million times
when I’m done editing, and if I cannot physically sit
through my own videos, no one else will,” said Alisha.
Her videos tend to run long by internet standards,
sometimes into the ten minute range. It’s a big
commitment for viewers to give you five or even
ten minutes of their day, and Alisha said that, as
a creator, it’s important to make sure the video is
interesting and engaging for you personally before
you share it with anyone else.
Alisha’s YouTube channel has become both a
financial and creative success, but this wasn’t always
the case. She says it took about three years of producing videos and uploading consistently before
her channel started generating any income. Her
first payment was a 100-dollar check she received
through the YouTube Partner Program about two
years after she started the channel. The first time
she applied for a YouTube partnership, she was actually denied. Alisha said the most successful YouTubers aren’t in it for the money.
“When you have a passion for it and just love doing
it, the money will come. People can tell you are just
doing things for the money; my biggest advice is to
just focus on your content,” she said.
Alisha says high-quality content will speak for itself
as you build a brand and grow your audience. It’s
important to follow YouTube guidelines for monetization and get help from YouTube resources like the
Creator Academy for questions about sponsorships
and endorsements.
Alisha also emphasizes one important thing for
creators to remember is just to be yourself because
the viewers can tell when you’re not.
“No one wants to see a copy of someone they’re
already watching, so even if you’re inspired by someone, take inspiration, but be yourself. The second I
was able to do that, I was more confident in my channel and I noticed it grow, and I noticed the relationship with my viewers get a lot stronger.”

Emily Fuller is a writer and multimedia producer with a background
in video production, journalism, public broadcasting and media
education.
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It can be hard to find the right gift for a content creator. Help
out your friends and family this season and give them this
guide so you get what you really want. This gift guide will
give some great ideas for you or the creative in your life.

HP ZBOOK X2

ADOBE CREATIVE CLOUD

Give the gift of creativity.
Adobe Creative Cloud is the complete software toolkit for all
the creative people on your list. The Adobe Creative Cloud All
Apps membership includes Premiere Pro, After Effects, Audition, Photoshop and lots more so you (and your loved ones) can
create videos for online and the big screen, podcasts and VFX, or
animations and epic movie posters. Make 2018 the most creative
year ever. Adobe.com

Unleash the power of Adobe Creative Cloud with the world’s
most powerful detachable PC. Easily work with high resolution
files and switch between applications like Adobe Photoshop
and Illustrator. Create effortlessly with quad-core Intel® Core™
processors, 32GB memory and NVIDIA® 3D Graphics. Transition
from laptop to tablet mode with the flexibility of a Bluetooth®
keyboard that keeps working, even when detached. Dock the
ZBook x2 to dual 4K displays for a desktop experience. Create
without interruption using the battery-less Wacom EMR pen
that responds instantly to every nuance of your hand movements with 4,096 pressure sensitive levels and natural tilt
capabilities. Learn More: www.hp.com
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FILMPAC 4K STOCK FOOTAGE BUNDLE

BEACHTEK DXA-MICRO PRO

Little audio miracle!
Capture pro audio directly to your camcorder, DSLR or mirrorless camera with the amazing Beachtek DXA-MICRO PRO.
Powerful, low-noise preamplifiers ensure clean, hiss free audio.
Super easy to setup and use. Works with virtually any microphones. From the makers of the worlds most popular audio
adapters. $149
beachtek.com

Tell better stories with FILMPAC stock footage.
Add personality and emotion to your videos this season with
stock footage you can finally be excited to use. Filmpac entered
the stock footage scene this year with an all-4K library of videos
that are packaged into themes of clips that actually go together.
They make it easy to tell stories with footage so powerful, you
can feel the emotion in it. And with an average starting price of
$1/clip you can finally feel like the Grinch didn’t steal your wallet
this year. Better yet, use code SANTA50 to save $50 on your Filmpac order through December 15th. filmpac.com

ENVOY PRO EX THUNDERBOLT 3

AUDIO-TECHNICA AT2020USBI
PLUG-AND-PLAY MICROPHONE

The AT2020USBi cardioid condenser, digital output microphone
delivers high-resolution audio (24-bit/96 kHz) and works with
both USB and Lightning cables (included). Now you can record
professional-grade digital audio on your choice of PC, Mac or
iOS device. The cardioid pattern minimizes pickup from the rear
and sides to help block background noise, while the condenser
element provides exceptional articulation to ensure your viewers hear you clearly. Perfect for making videos at home or on the
go. Includes a tripod desk stand. audio-technica.com

Envoy Pro EX Thunderbolt 3 is the extreme performance portable SSD that works as fast as you do. Super fast, portable, buspowered and bootable, all at the phenomenal speed of Thunderbolt 3 -— up to 40 Gbps. Rugged, stylish, and compact, Envoy
Pro EX Thunderbolt 3 delivers professional-grade portable SSD
performance, wherever you are. And with an integrated cable,
it’s the perfect package to match your Thunderbolt 3 workflow
on site, on set or in the wilderness. Now you can work in realtime with the most I/O heavy transfer tasks like working directly
with multi-stream video. www.macsales.com
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PEAK DESIGN EVEYDAY SLING 5L

Peak Design's new Everyday Sling 5L is an ultralight weatherproof sling/waist bag specifically designed to fit the DJI Mavic/
Spark kits, mirrorless kits, or even small DSLR kits. The Sling’s
convertible strap features a quick-adjuster that you can loosen
when accessing gear and tighten when actively hiking or biking.
A weatherproof zip provides quick inner access without removing the bag from your body. A padded tablet sleeve holds most
tablets up to 11 inches and inner flap compartment contains 4
small stretchy pockets for batteries and cards. Weatherproof
400D nylon canvas shell.
www.peakdesign.com

PROVIDEOFACTORY.COM

Use the code: " Videomaker " and save extra 10% on the largest
stock footage subscription plans online. Access 150,000 HD and
4K professional stock video clips for lowest annual price points
in the industry.
Enhance production value of your Youtube projects with the
unlimited downloads on aerial, time lapse, sports, wildlife, slow
motion and other types of video content.
The discount code is valid through 12/31/2017.
www.provideofactory.com

RICOH THETA V

SAMSON GO MIC MOBILE

Best Products 2017

Never miss an angle with this cutting edge 360-degree camera.
While capable of shooting 4K video at 30 frames per second,
you can also record audio from all directions, allowing you to
immerse your audience in an engaging 360-degree viewing
experience. Great for capturing any experience, the Theta V can
even live stream your 4K video for all your friends and family to
see. It’s also great for shooting in dark places because it is able
to shoot at an ISO up to 6400. And to top it off, you can watch
everything you record in 360 degrees on your TV using the Theta
V as a remote. You can get the Theta V for the retail price of $439.
theta360.com

The Samson Go Mic Mobile is the first ever professional wireless microphone that can directly connect to your smartphone
without any need for adaptors or interfaces. You read that right;
no extra wires. Operating at distances up to 100 feet (30 meters),
this little guy will automatically select the clearest operating channel for you, and its uncompressed, low latency audio
transmission will save you from any audio sync issues. You can
attach it directly to your smartphone, tablet or camera and it can
also operate with up to two transmitters at the same time. The
Samson Go Mic Mobile retails for $249. www.samsontech.com
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ADORAMA

Best Products 2017

The Tamron SP 45mm F/1.8 Di VC USD Lens provides the ultimate in functionality and operation.The lens is compatible
with full-frame DSLR cameras and offers a fast aperture and
versatile focal length. And it can be used with APS-C format
cameras, as well. Choose from the three options available for
Canon, Nikon and Sony cameras. Buy yours from Adorama
today and pay only $399 — that’s $200 off!

Multi-camera, wireless livestreaming solution
The industry's first portable, wireless multi-camera broadcasting platform. Monitor, record, switch, edit and stream live
HD-quality video wirelessly to Facebook, YouTube, Twitch,
Periscope, Livestream, Ustream, Restream.io and other RTMP
destinations. Get started with the SlingStudio Hub, CameraLink
and Battery for under $1,500. It's portable, affordable and easy
to use. myslingstudio.com

STORYBLOCKS

SONY FDR-AX700

The New Sony FDR-AX700 is full of great features for content creators, offering 4K HDR video recording with its one
inch stacked CMOS sensor and Bionz X image processor. Get
273-point phase detection autofocus with its Zeiss Vario Sonnar T Lens. The AX700 has a 12 times optical zoom and optical
steadyshot image stabilization. Lastly, the AX700 offers 120fps
high speed recording and S-log and S-gamut picture profiles.
The perfect choice for a video shooter who needs great options.
sony.com

A membership to Storyblocks will give you access to millions
of stock videos, audio tracks and photos. With video resolutions ranging from HD to 4K and emerging video formats
like 360-degree video, you will have a wide variety of stock
videos to choose from to help you build the story you want to
tell. And if you want to punch up that story with a few sound
effects or still photos, you can browse Storyblocks’ vast audio
and photo libraries. You can also download from Storyblocks’
stock marketplace, which gives 100% commission to contributors. Monthly memberships start at $50 and everything
you download is yours to keep, royalty-free.
storyblocks.com
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TUBEARSENAL.COM

This powerful daylight LED is designed for both convenience
and professional performance without a massive price tag.
The Solix features an integrated rotatable speedring, umbrella
mount, light stand receptacle and tilter. Its energy-efficient
60-watt draw produces a remarkable 97 TLCI, 2100+ lux output
that can be powered by AC outlets or D-tap batteries. Additionally, this light features a magnetic mounting system for instant
attachment of the Solix diffusion cap and adjustable barndoors.
This entire system weighs in at less than 4 pounds and can be
protected and stored in the included travel case. fjwestcott.com

Need an Arsenal for your arsenal?
If you need an intro for your video and you don't want to deal
with annoying things like learning to be a motion graphics
designer, then click right over to tubearsenal.com. Tube Arsenal
is a website with live graphics, intros and outros that can be
customized online and delivered to your laptop in just a few
minutes. Starting at $9, they feature a professional look and an
easy to use interface. tubearsenal.com

HAPPY
SHOPPING!
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We have the ancient Babylonians to thank for New Year’s resolutions, but if you’re a video creator, chances are you too have dabbled in this ancient practice.

Guides: A Creator’s Guide To New Year’s Resolutions
BY PETER BIESTERFELD
According to the History Channel,
the annual promise to do better at
the beginning of the year started
4,000 years ago in what is today
Iraq when people made a yearly
oath to the gods: to return all
things borrowed to their rightful
owner and to pay off all debts. Tradition had it that if you delivered,
the gods would bestow favors, but
if you didn’t, things might not go
so well for you.
Fast forward several centuries
and the consequences for not
sticking to our New Year’s resolutions aren’t quite so dire, but our
annual preoccupation with prom-

ises for self-improvement hasn’t
diminished. According to some
of the online chatter, DIY video
creators are always looking for
ways to improve their output and
capture eyeballs for their channels.
Resolve to do better appears to run
thick in the veins of creators.
LEARN FROM EXPERIENCE.
Christopher Dover, who hosts
a sport shooting channel out of
Texas, fears that recent YouTube
upheavals, such as the Adpocalypse, might discourage creators
from going wholeheartedly after
their YouTube aspirations.
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“I feel most creators have probably not remained
very steadfast with resolutions,” says Dover. “I think
the thing that has helped me to trudge through issues
is continual education.”
Dover says he’s made a commitment to himself
“to keep educated on all things YouTube.” This year
he gave three resolutions priority: “To increase my
branding so that I could attract more sponsors,
advertisers and affiliates; work on my fan funding
options; and finally hone my promotion practices to
target more engaged and loyal viewers.”
Dover says he’s getting it done using consistent
avatars, banners, colors and thumbs across social
media profiles and websites. “It is a matter of making your channel (which for me is a legitimate media
business) look more attractive, look bigger than it is
and have a presence everywhere you turn.”
So far this year, Dover has stuck to his resolutions and
brought his YouTube watch time up by 129 percent.
One thing about New Year’s resolutions is that they’re
not much use if you don’t shout out to the world what
they are. Friends and followers will check up on you to

CHRISTOPHER DOVER

see if you’re actually walking the talk
and, most importantly, they will become your social support network.
Brandon Joseph Reese is just
starting out on his YouTube career
and hosts an “amazing world of
Pokemon” channel out of Danville,
Pennsylvania. He says New Year’s
resolutions are useful during these
early days of his life as creator.
“I think that making goals like
this is definitely key to being an
influencer, because you want to do
it as best you can,” says Reese.
He says his main goal is for his
channel to start paying for itself. “I
think that in order to achieve my
goal, I will probably be putting the
skills I gained through YouTube
(Academy) to use,” says Reese.
Charlene Dipaola is a YouTube
veteran who has brought over
30,000 subscribers to her fitness
channel by maintaining a robust
presence across creator platforms,
communities and forums. She
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frequently reaches out to online creator groups to
test out new ideas and never stops soaking up new
information on all aspects of the trade, from marketing and monetization to production values. Dipaola
knows it will take discipline to stick to her resolution
of finding ways to increase her channel revenue.
“This year I want to focus on sponsor outreach,” she
says. “I have consistent views now per month. I would
like to get at least two sponsored videos out of my 8
monthly videos I produce.”
GET SMART.
A 2017 Statistic Brain Research Institute Survey says
that “People who explicitly make resolutions are 10
times more likely to attain their goals than people who
don’t explicitly make resolutions.” Bad news is the
Institute also found that only 44 per cent of Americans
stick with their resolutions for more than six months.
Behavioral scientist Dr. Paul Marciano (Carrots and
Sticks Don’t Work, 2010) takes it up a notch: his research suggests that of all Americans who make New
Year’s resolutions, only eight percent achieve them.
But Marciano does offer tips for following through on
the annual promises we make to ourselves and to the
CHARLENE DIPAOLA

world. Published on forbes.com
these universal tips are transferable and can easily be applied to
goal-setting agendas of channel
hosts and creators.
SMART is Marciano’s acronym
for making resolutions that are
‘specific, measurable, achievable,
relevant and time-bound.’
Specific—It’s not enough to say
that you plan to get more people
to watch your channel. Be specific
about how you intend to make that
happen; a.k.a. ‘clearly defining your
goals.’ For example, you could resolve to create a network, a community of like-minded channels. Taking
a genuine interest in the work of
other creators operating in the same
realm and sharing good content
with your community can be mutually instructive and inspiring.
Measurable — Measuring your
goals in creator speak means
tracking channel traffic, which is
covered by YouTube and Google
Analytics. If you haven’t done it
already, you probably want to link
the two tools and get your Google
Analytics Account I.D. YouTube
analytics tell you how people found
and viewed your video, whereas
Google Analytics tracks what
people are doing on your channel, how people actually find your
channel page, what they googled
that led them to your channel and
more. The resolution or discipline
is to monitor analytics data religiously and use that information
to drive relevant strategies aimed
at prospective subs. “If you can
measure it, you can change it,” is
Marciano’s mantra.
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Achievable — For creators ‘achievable’ is code for ‘be
patient and be persistent.’
For her pop culture channel Why Stuff Is Great
(6,500 subs.) YouTuber Anna Eichenauer surveyed
a diverse range of creators and posted an anecdotal
analysis of how long it took them to reach the magic
plateau of 1,000 subscriptions. Creators came back
with a range of responses: “Two months of hustle and
a plan”; “It took me a year of uploading very regularly”; and “Three years and we are at 417!” Eichenauer’s
survey results point to achievability being about rolling up your sleeves, staying consistent in your efforts
and not giving up.
Relevant — For creators relevancy can mean having
the discipline to spend time only on your resolutions
and not much else. But perhaps more importantly,
relevance can also mean, asking “are these goals relevant to me?” Why do you want to achieve them?
Time-bound — Make your new resolutions a priority and mark them on your calendar. Don’t just think
about outreach letters to channel hosts or e-mail
newsletters for your subscribers, actually schedule
them into your calendar.
Like many self-improvement gurus, Marciano believes that achieving goals and sticking to resolutions
isn’t so much about willpower as it is about developing the right skills and strategies.
DO WHAT YOU CAN.
But what if you’re not hitting your goals? What if
conditions prevent you from taking care of business?
The consensus in the self-improvement bloggerverse
is any effort towards moving your goals forward is
better than no effort. Maybe you’ve had to cut back
on sponsor outreach activities because life happened
‘while you were busy making other plans.’ Consider
inviting loyal collaborators from your network to keep
things rolling and do what needs doing when you
can’t get to it.
Eichenauer says while New Year’s resolutions can
be valuable for focusing on goals, she finds they can
also set you up for failure and disappointment. “Make
sure that you choose realistic goals that aren’t too
much of a stretch,” says Eichenauer. “For example,

don’t try to double, triple or quadruple your video output. Instead,
try to increase your output by 20,
30 or even 50 percent. Then, if you
feel like you can keep up your new
output speed comfortably, you can
tackle your next goal.”
It took Eichenauer about a year
and a half to sign up her first one
thousand subscribers. “However,
I didn’t post regularly, often less
than once a month,” she writes.
“I bet I could have reached this
number a lot sooner with a more
consistent schedule.”
If you do get knocked down on
your way to your goals, Marciano
says resilience is key. “It isn’t
whether you get knocked down,
it’s whether you get back up,” Marciano posits in an online interview.
“Just acknowledge the mistake and
recommit to the path.”
The Babylonians weren’t the
only ancients who promised to be
and do better in the New Year. We
can hold the Romans responsible
for tinkering with the calendar
in 46 B.C. to create the month of
January, named after Janus, the
god of beginnings and transitions. Typically represented as a
two-faced god who looks to the
future as well as to the past, Janus
and January remind us that if we
are to move forward as creators
we must be prepared to learn
from the past and from where
we’ve been.
Here’s wishing you a most resolute New Year!
Peter Biesterfeld is an independent doc
maker, ink-stained wretch and screen production educator in Toronto
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YouTubers have found a way to break out into the world by creating videos that
trend. But how does a smaller channel with niche appeal find their way into the
trending lists? All it takes is some effort, creativity and the right video to do the job.

SUPER-NICHE

BY ERIN VIERRA

How to Break into Trending
as a Niche YouTube Channel
Some of the best videos that
come across my way are the ones
I’ve seen through the trending
lists. Understanding what is
popular and what is trending is
a great way to connect with what
the world is watching. No matter
how big or small your channel is,
the hope to one day trend is on
every creator’s mind. A simple

video like “keyboard cat” can go viral and be trending almost immediately, but with over 300 hours of
video being uploaded every minute, how can you
stand out? How does one go from a small channel
to an overnight success?
BE RELEVANT AND EASY TO FIND.
The first thing you’ll want to do is to start building
you channel with videos that you think will get an
audience — videos you know will get attention and
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compel people to return to your
channel. This doesn’t mean creating videos on topics that don’t
interest you; your passions may
not have mainstream appeal, but
focusing your videos on the things
you care about will keep niche
audiences coming back for more.
Instead, think about ways to tie
your interests into topics that are
already in the cultural zeitgeist.
Once you have a compelling
topic, you’ll want to optimize the
title of your video with the right
keywords. Be descriptive but
concise with what you title your
video. Another thing is to tag your
video correctly. Tags are essential
to getting viewers, but there is
such a thing as too many. Only use
keywords that accurately describe
what your video is about.
BUILD A STRONG
INITIAL VIEW COUNT.
It’s unlikely that the first video
you upload will break into trending. Instead, focus on consistency
and provide subscribers to your
channel with plenty of videos to
watch. The more subscribers a
channel accumulates, the more
likely it is that your videos will
be seen by people outside of that
subscriber-base. By updating
frequently and having a consistent schedule, audiences know
when to tune in for new content.
Loyal viewers will fall into a habit
of returning to your channel every
week to view original content.

With a strong base viewership from your subscribers, it’s more likely that your video will make it out
to a wider audience.
Creating playlists to autoplay is another strategy to
get your videos more views; it keeps people sticking to
your channel for extended viewing sessions, boosting
watch time on your channel and therefore gaining favor with YouTube’s trending algorithm. If you have a
few videos on the same subject, it may be worthwhile
to put them together in a playlist.
Engaging with your audience outside of YouTube
is another way to get strong initial view counts for
new uploads and get yourself trending. Most of the
successful channels have external communities
either on a web forum, a website, social media or a
chat server. Once you upload your new video, post
a link to it on other platforms where you are active.
That post may be clicked and shared outside your
following, thus allowing your video to reach even
more potential viewers.
The only way to get people to share your video is to
have a video worth sharing. The strength of the content in your video is what will get shares, and people
tend to share what they feel emotion towards, something relatable. Certain emotions tend to share better
such as awe, excitement and amusement. Keep sharability in mind as you design your content strategy.
DON’T GIVE UP.
The most important thing is to find your niche. By
focusing your channel on a specific idea and style
of content, you will bring in repeated viewers. Don’t
expect to start trending right away. There is an art to
YouTube, and once you settle and build your channel, you never know what might happen.
Just keep uploading videos and engaging with the
audience, and sooner or later, you might see your
channel on the trending list.
Erin Vierra is a freelance writer with a BA in Communication Design
at Chico State University. She lives in the Bay Area and loves to go to
the movies on her free time.
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When it comes to making videos online, the dream for many is to make enough money to pursue this fulltime. And with Patreon, the online crowdfunding site, growing with over 1,000,000 monthly active Patrons,
this dream is becoming a reality for more and more creators everyday. We got the chance to talk with
one of those creators, Mary Kate Wiles, about what she believes is the best way to run an engaging and
sustainable Patreon page.
Mary Kate Wiles, who you may
recognize from such web series
as The Lizzie Bennet Diaries,
Edgar Allan Poe’s Murder Mystery
Dinner Party, and the upcoming
project The Gilded Lily, has been
a part of Patreon since it’s early
days and is currently living out
her dream of being a full-time
actor thanks to the support of her
patrons on Patreon.

“Patreon allows me to be available to go on auditions, make self tapes, or just spend time learning
material that I need. A really difficult part of being
an actor is juggling side jobs with auditions that can
come up last minute. Thanks to Patreon, I know I’m
available when auditions pop up. And I have more
time to spend on them, so I do better!”
SELECTING YOUR PATREON PERKS
Patreon currently has 50,000 active creators who
are all crowdfunding their art with the help of their

BUSINESS

BY RICKY ANDERSON II

How to Set Good Patreon Perks with Mary Kate Wiles
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patrons. But it’s not just a one way street; Patreon
creators offer different reward tiers for different
levels of support.
Mary Kate observes, “The majority of people on
Patreon are musicians or artists or sketch groups or
podcast, or whatever so there’s this built in, like, if
I’m musician and you support me at this level you’ll
get a song demo or a drawing. That was really difficult for me to figure out, like what to offer. My rewards are really just sort of based on what I can offer
personally to the people.”
When coming up with what to offer people it’s important to make an offering that is both sustainable
for you to deliver on and something that patrons will
enjoy on a monthly basis in addition to the content
they’re supporting you in making.
“Most people are going to pay at the lower level,
so find something that is easy for you to fulfill for a
large group of people that’s also exciting for them.”
Offering access to patrons-only Twitter and Instagram accounts are lower-level perks that don’t take
as much time but still give Patrons an experience
that not everyone gets.
The key to great Patreon perks is making sure
the perks feel special. MK emphasizes, “…make it
personal. That’s what makes people feel special,
those personal connections. It’s not like you have
to be everybody’s best friend, but you can have a
personal connection as much as you can. I think
that will only make your patrons feel more a part of
what you’re doing.”
A few of Mary Kate Wiles’ current Patreon perks
include access to patron-only streams, early access to
her videos, a patrons-only Twitter and patrons-only
Instagram, and she even sends personal notes or
postcards to patrons.

Offer multiple tiers
in the sub-$10
price range to
encourage more
people to support
you through the
platform.

PRICING YOUR PERKS AND TIERS
Once you’ve figured out what to offer your patrons,
you need to select how you want to price each tier out.
The important thing to remember about Patreon
is that your patrons are supporting you an on-going
basis. According to Patreon, the average pledge per
patron is $12, so you have to think about a majorYO U T U B E R
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ity of your patrons coming from
lower level tiers.
“$25 a month is great, but you
are more likely to have five people
who want to support you $5 a
month than to have one person
support you $25 a month.
“Every month I have a group
hangout with patrons who pledge
at the $10 level or more. And there
are folks from the Philippines,
England and of course the USA in
this pic! How freakin’ cool.”
MK continues, saying, “You’re
going to get the most traction at
the under-$10 level so those are
the important ones you want to
think about. And I think it’s worth
having multiple perks like $1, $5,
$10. After that you can sort of be
more choosy around, like, how
much you want to charge people
and how many different perks you
want to have.”

“

“IF PEOPLE LIKE
YOU ENOUGH TO
SUPPORT YOU
ON PATREON
FINANCIALLY,
THEY JUST
ULTIMATELY WANT
TO SUPPORT YOU.”
-MARY KATE WILES

CONCLUSION
Starting a Patreon page is a great
step in making your online video
carreer more sustainable. It offers
you a closer connection to you
audience and in return allows
you to continue creating your art
long term. As Mary Kate Wiles
mentioned, it’s important that
you have a variety of offerings that
make your Patrons feel special but
also that they are thing that you
can scale and make sustainable for
you to offer long-term.
“If people like you enough to
support you on Patreon financially, they just ultimately want to
support you. Know that whatever
you’re offering for people is the
icing on the cake.”
As you grow your Patreon, keep
in mind that it’s all about the connection, value and creativity that
you offer. That is what’s going to
make your patrons glad they support your art.
Ricky Anderson II is aTexas-based video
producer with over 10 years of experience in
online video production and an expertise in
creating engaging and entertaining videos.
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Building your channel from the ground up can be intimidating. There’s no surefire way to boost your
subscriber count, but there are plenty of little things you can do to ensure steady growth.

FINDING FOCUS
One of the main things to consider before you get your channel
started is what kind of content you
want to make. Coming up with a
clever channel name isn’t enough;
you’re going to need a solid plan
for how you’re going to populate
your channel.
Aimless content without a clear
sense of purpose will kill your channel before it has a chance. If each
video is drastically different from
the last, viewers won’t know what
to expect, and the lack of direction
will prevent them from returning.

This doesn’t mean you can’t
branch out and discuss a variety
of topics, but everything needs to
match a style you choose. News
recap, comedy and “talk show” videos allow for a plethora of topics,
but maintain a format.
No matter what you’re making, it’s vital to think ahead. If you
build your subscriber base uploading Minecraft building tutorials
but suddenly shift to outrageous
GTA V Let’s Plays, you’ll lose the
followers you’ve built up. Without
a plan, it’s nearly impossible to
gain a stable base of viewers.

GAMING

POLISH IT UP
A strong personality and unique
ideas can only take you so far
before shoddy work brings you
down. Pay attention to production basics like lighting, sound
and framing, add motion graphics, and throw in intros and outros to give your videos a professional aesthetic.
YouTube puts new content
higher on search results in order
to see if people will like it. If your
content is good, but the production values are low, people won’t
be coming back, and any boost
BY JORDAN MAISON

How to Grow an Audience
on YouTube from Scratch
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you see from the search ranking
will amount to nothing.
Bring the same attention to detail
to the upload process as well. A
great headline helps a video standout in search results; so put thought
into making yours engaging.
YouTube’s a crowded place and
viewers sometimes decide what to
watch based off thumbnails. As such,
make use of the custom thumbnail
option and craft an eye-catching image relevant to your video.
Keywords are important as
well. Imagine yourself as the
viewer. What terms would you
use to find videos like one you’ve
created? Are there any major
events to include in tags? Whatever terms you come up with are
the best to use, as SEO works best
when it’s simple and inclusive.
CONSISTENCY IS KEY
Having a firm plan in place for the
kinds of videos you want to produce makes the next crucial aspect
to growth much easier: consistency. This cannot be emphasized
enough. Being consistent on your
channel is the best thing you can
do to increase subscribers and
overall viewership.
Nobody wants to waste time
on channels that post videos up
regularly for a week or so, only
to go completely silent for long
periods of time. It may seem like
a simple step, but establishing —
and sticking to — a set schedule
for your video releases will go a
long way towards building up your
subscriber base.

Promoting your
videos on different social
media platforms
is a good way
to reach those
who might not
have found your
video otherwise.

A good way to ensure consistent
releases is to build a backlog of videos before launching your channel.
Then you’ll have videos ready to publish at your leisure, while you create
new content for down the road.
Obviously, some videos will require a quick turnaround time —
news or event related videos especially — but if you’re able to work
ahead, take advantage. This way,
if something happens — technical
difficulties, personal emergencies,
whatever — you’re still able to
upload on schedule.
SPREAD THE WORD
When you’re just starting out,
trying to attract viewers can feel a
bit disheartening. Just because you
made something doesn’t necessarily mean people will watch it.
Once uploaded, it’s time to promote your video far and wide to
get as many eyes on it as possible.
Social media is a great tool, so
sharing your latest videos on Twitter, Facebook, Tumblr and whatever else you use is important.
Aggregate sites like Reddit bring
YO U T U B E R
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your content to a far larger audience and provide a better chance
at snagging viewers you otherwise
wouldn’t find. Even building a
minimal website, where you embed your videos as individual posts
that you can then promote separately,  helps spread the word.
Saturate the interwebs with your
videos and take every opportunity
you can to share them with others
online. The key factor to growth
here, however, is to do this with
every video you publish. Just as it’s
important to stay consistent with
your video posting, you have to be
consistent in your promotion tactics, especially since you never know
which video is going to take off.
Growth may seem like a daunting task at first, but if you stick to
a plan, stay consistent in delivering high quality content and
promote your work steadfastly,
you’ll be on the path towards your
viewership goals.
Jordan Maison is a video editor and VFX artist who’s been working in the industry for a
number of years. He’s done web featurettes
for Disney and edits/writes content for video
game and movie websites.
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Despite the prevalence of buying Instagram followers, the best way to grow and maintain a successful digital career is through a real audience.

BEAUTY

BY RHIANNON MCGAVIN

Beyond the Screen:
Strengthening Your Viewer Relationship
As you build a relationship, you’ll
learn how to craft content that
your viewers will respond to while
still making things that you enjoy.
A more loyal audience means more
reliable views and interaction as
your channel develops, among
other benefits.

BE REALISTIC.
Before we go too far, it’s important to remember that
relationships online aren’t the same as in the physical
world. Viewers may have a distorted vision of content
creators due to something that sociologists refer to
as parasocial interaction; this is when a person feels
they intimately know a stranger because they watch
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them on TV or now, YouTube. Of
course, these relationships are very
one-sided and mediated by screens
rather than physical interaction.
This phenomenon is more common with vloggers or other personality-based forms of content,
rather than cooking tutorials, for
example, but it’s still something
that creators should consider.
No matter how casual you feel
when you turn the camera on,
you are still creating a version of
yourself that is different from how
you appear offline. Creators should
remember that even if they feel a
strong connection to their audiences, it’s just not possible to truly
sustain individual relationships
with thousands, or even hundreds
of people. It’s a tricky dialectic
in that you have to respect your
audience as individuals instead of
an anonymous blob of usernames
while also understanding that you
won’t have the time or energy to
really have a rapport with all of
them individually.

future videos for simple inside jokes, and be sure to
stay active in the comments section in general. This
helps filter out nasty comments, and it’s the most
convenient way to interact with viewers. Sometimes,
it’s more necessary than usual to watch your attitude
when responding to “constructive” criticism, but the
comments section can still be a good place for conversations. In every video, try asking a question to invite
viewers to respond!

ENCOURAGE
ENGAGEMENT.
All of that said, there are many
healthy ways to interact with an
audience. The easiest location for
this is clearly YouTube, through
your videos and the comment
section. Even just a simple greeting at the start of your videos
establishes you as friendly. It’s also
fun to figure out a specific name
for your audience, rather than
the ubiquitous “hey guys.” Reference comments from the past in

USE SOCIAL PLATFORMS
WITH INTENTION.
It’s also important to talk with viewers on any other
social media platform that you frequent. In the vein
of parasocial existence, it’s suggested to figure out
which platforms you want to use in conjunction with
YouTube videos and which should stay private for
your personal life. On that note, decide whether you
want to have a specific email for fans to reach you
by. Taking use and purpose into account, Twitter
and Instagram are probably the best non-YouTube
platforms for audience interaction, while Facebook
is more for close family and friends — but figure out
what works best for you! Favorite those tweets and

Starting your videos with a simple greeting can make a big difference
in how approachable you seem to your audience.
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respond to tagged posts to develop
your audience relationship — it’s
pretty intuitive. One fun tip is to
pick your favorite emojis and use
them often enough that they are
associated with you. There’s other
smooth ways to stay connected,
like wishing your audience good
morning or reminding people to
stay hydrated.
CULTIVATE THE AUDIENCE
YOU WANT.
Across platforms, figure out what
themes from your community you
like and dislike. For example, if
fans are harassing people in your
name, put an end to it! Whereas
if people are building friendships
with each other in that community,
that’s something really cool that
you can encourage in your videos.
Overall, you should learn what
your viewers appreciate and
respond to that while still allowing yourself creativity in your
content. Running jokes can be fun,
but don’t use too many or it could
confuse new viewers. Perhaps the

“

LEARN WHAT
YOUR VIEWERS
APPRECIATE
AND RESPOND
TO THAT WHILE
STILL ALLOWING YOURSELF
CREATIVITY.

Use platforms outside of YouTube to connect with fans between uploads. It’s a great way to get feedback and form relationships.

most fundamental aspect of building an audience
relationship is finding ways for viewers to participate. Whatever sort of content you make, it should
naturally translate into methods of connecting with
the people watching.
For instance, live streams are a really useful tool,
whether you want to play video games, apply makeup
or just chat as you make a meal. Polls on Instagram
and Twitter to help decide what new videos you
should make are also a fun way to involve your audience. Giveaways on your platforms are also amusing,
and get people excited and eager to engage. It may
take a while to build a relationship with your audience, but the effort is part of the journey.
As a whole, the most important thing is to create
reasons for your viewers to be invested in your content as well as entertained by it.

Rhiannon McGavin began making YouTube videos when she was 12,
and continues to use the platform to discuss art, literature and lipstick.
She interned for 2 years at RED Studios in Los Angeles, and currently
makes waffles in the film equipment rental office of UCLA between
classes.
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Collaborating with a fellow YouTuber is a great way to increase views and gain a bigger audience. Here
are a few collaborations that have worked and some ideas to get you inspired.

VLOGS

BY ERIN VIERRA

4 of the Best Vlogging Collaborations
on YouTube (and Why They Work)
When it comes to creating content
on Youtube, the saying that two is
better than one is a good piece of
advice. YouTube is a community
after all. The main reason people
love the website so much — and
why people from all over the world
flock to it — is the aspect of community. People can come together

and create inspiring and fun content for people to
watch, whether by themselves or by collaborating with
other creators.
The reason YouTube creators should consider collaboration is the same reason for creating a channel
in the first place — to get people to view your content.
Collaboration is simply helping one another. You
appear as someone else’s guest in one of their videos
and in return, they make an appearance in yours.

It’s important to have a good connection to the creator you want to collaborate with. As siblings, YouTubers
Jenny and Chris Bingham have an automatic rapport on camera.
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This will help fans of one creator
find and become fans of the other,
resulting in growth for both audiences. Collaborations, therefore,
can potentially help your channel
gain new subscribers.
Collaborations can be as easy
and simple as linking to complementary videos across channels
or as involved as planning and
producing completely original
content. Once a collaboration is
made, using social media to get the
word out on your video is another
good way to bring in viewers, so
make sure you and your collaborator both publicize the collab video
once it’s posted.
COLLABS DONE RIGHT
Collaborations can come in many
forms. Most often, they happen
between creators, but collaborations between creators and other
public figures and sometimes even
between channels and brands are
also possible, though the definition
does start to get muddy when you
start talking about sponsored video.

“

COLLABORATIONS CAN
COMING IN
MANY FORMS.

Mamrie Hart, Grace Helbig and Hannah Hart (from left to right) each
maintain large audiences on their own, but when they come together in
a collaboration, the three audiences can begin to overlap.
Here are four YouTube collaborations that work, in
no particular order.
Chris and Jenny Bingham
One of the easiest ways to collaborate is to find someone in the same area as you. A collaboration can be
as simple and easy as working with someone who is
nearby, like a friend or, for Chris and Jenny Bingham,
siblings. Here, it works because the two are literally
blood-related. They share a common ground. That
connection between the two makes the collaboration
work because the two have similar personalities and
styles of humor. In the end, it works perfectly as the
two blend together. They work off one another, the
banter isn’t forced and it doesn’t feel like they are
simply reading off a script.
Mamrie Hart, Grace Helbig and Hannah Hart
Some of the best collaborations come from the simple
desire to hang out with good friends. All three of
these YouTubers are successful on their own, creating
and sharing funny videos with the millions of viewers
who make up their combined audience. When these
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three creative heavy-weights come
together the result is pure gold, in
part because of their willingness to
be candid with each other and the
audience. The success of this video
is grounded in the trio’s authentic
presentation of their friendship.
Hazel Hayes and Amy Schumer
With YouTube, you can collaborate
with pretty much anyone, including, in some cases, your favorite
celebrity. This may strike you as
unrealistic but in fact, a lot of
celebrities are crossing over to the
video community site, especially
when doing promotional tours for
upcoming creative projects.
Hazel Hayes does celebrities
interviews on her channel for
her Tipsy Talk series where she
literally drinks with her favorite
celebrity. While the collaboration
is not between channels in this
case, both parties certainly benefit
from working together.

“

BOTH PARTIES
CERTAINLY
BENEFIT FROM
WORKING
TOGETHER.

Collaborations don’t always have to happen exclusively between two
YouTube creators. Celebrities like Amy Schumer will often be willing to
appear in videos, especially as part of a promotional tour.

BuzzFeed and Purina
Likewise, collaboration videos can also emerge
from relationships between creator and brand. In
this case, however, the result is a sponsored video.
BuzzFeed is constantly creating content with a variety of brands and when they converged with Purina,
the result was immensely successful. Since it first
appeared in 2014, the video has earned over 18 million views. The concept is simple, but it showcases
the emotional power content marketing can wield
for both creator and brand. Again, since collaborating with brands puts you in the territory of sponsored video, make sure you are being compensated
fairly and that your relationship with the brand is
fully disclosed to your audience.
GET INSPIRED AND GO COLLABORATE.
Being creative and finding ideas that work is what
makes a YouTube channel work. This is also true for
finding the right people to collaborate with on those
YO U T U B E R
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creative ideas. Like all connections in life, such as friends and
relationships, finding that right
person makes everything better.
Chemistry is key. Without it, that
connection is lifeless.
A good collaboration will drive
views and increase awareness for
your channel. To begin collaborating with someone, you need to
figure out the right kind of creator
to connect with. Start by initiating
a conversation with a creator you
admire or who produces similar
videos to yours.
You can reach out to other YouTubers through a variety of outlets. Chat forums and other types
of social media like Instagram and
Twitter are all good places to make
connections with fellow creators.
Here are a few places to look
for people to collaborate on your
videos with:

“

COLLABORATIONS
ARE NOT JUST
FOR THOSE WHO
HAVE A MILLION
SUBSCRIBERS.

When you collaborate with a brand, you’re making sponsored content.
Finding a sponsor can be a great way to fund specific video ideas or
just generate revenue for your channel overall.

•The YouTube Partners Google+ community
• YTtalk Forum
• The YouTube Community Forum
If you think collaborations are meant for those who
have been around the block, you would be wrong. The
best time to collaborate is when your channel is just
starting out. Collaborations bring in a new audience
and increase views.
Collaborations are not just for those who have
a million subscribers, they’re for anyone with the
desire to make their channel known. If you are just
starting out with a YouTube channel, collaborating
with someone is a great way to attract new viewers. Plus, it will benefit both parties and give you an
encouraging push forward in making a name for
yourself as a creator within the community.
Erin Vierra is a graduate of California State University of Chico with
a BA in Media Arts. She is a freelance writer and is currently writing
her first book.
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The fair use doctrine recently won an important legal battle, providing some more clarity on how copyrighted work can be used without necessarily seeking permission from the owner while also not infringing
the owner’s rights. Here’s what happened.

The case is Hosseinzadeh v. Klein.
Plaintiff Matt Hosseinzadeh, aka
Matt Hoss, created a series of
videos starring himself as “Bold
Guy,” a “confident and funny”
character who would try to pick
up women in various scenarios.
The video at the center of this
legal battle is entitled “Bold Guy
vs Parkour Girl” in which “Bold

Guy tries to pick up a girl who challenges him to a
parkour / freerunning chase.”
In this video, Bold Guy approaches a woman
wearing somewhat revealing workout clothes and
engages her in conversation. At first the woman
rejects and rebuffs Bold Guy’s remarks, but then in a
sudden turn of events, she relents, challenging Bold
Guy to catch her if he wants to “have her.” A chase
ensues through what looks like a university campus.
Ultimately, Bold Guy catches up to her, but then in

COMEDY

BY ROMAN ZELICHENKO
& MARK LEVY

The Big, the BOLD, the Beautiful (Re-Upload)
h3h3Productions, Aug 23, 2017

h3h3 Productions Strengthens Fair Use on YouTube

Ethan and Hila Klein removed the original reaction video as a result of the lawsuit, but once its protection
under fair use was established, the video was re-uploaded to the h3h3 channel.
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WE WON THE LAWSUIT!
h3h3Productions, Aug 23, 2017

h3h3 Productions Strengthens Fair Use on YouTube

Ethan and Hila posted a video to celebrate winning the lawsuit after Judge Katherine Forrest handed down
her ruling on the case.
yet another twist, challenges her
to catch him if she wants to find
out what he wants to “do with
her.” It’s cheesy and uncomfortably suggestive.
Defendants Ethan and Hila
Klein, who run the popular YouTube channel h3h3Productions,
made a reaction video to “Bold
Guy vs Parkour Girl.” In it, they
poked fun at the script, commented on the chase scene and
teased Bold Guy’s clothes while
having their own fun — joking
with one another, going off on
random tangents, and so on.
Watching the reaction video,
we found it to be light-heartedly
satirical and not overly offensive.
Despite their criticism, the Kleins

mentioned their respect for the
plaintiff, complimented his work,
and told viewers to visit his page.
No harm, no foul.
Well, Matt Hoss didn’t feel
the same way. Hoss emailed the
Kleins asking them to take down
their reaction video. They declined, pointing to, among other
things, the doctrine of fair use.
Hoss disagreed and sued the
Kleins. A legal battle ensued, putting the Kleins, and more importantly fair use, at risk.
Not to kill the suspense (this is
all in the public record anyway),
but the Kleins ultimately prevailed.
After over a year of litigation and
an eventual trial in the Southern
District of New York, Judge KathYO U T U B E R
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A LEGAL BATTLE
ENSUED,
PUTTING
THE KLEINS,
AND MORE
IMPORTANTLY
FAIR USE, AT
RISK.
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erine Forrest sided with the Kleins
on all three of Hoss’s claims.
Hoss’s first claim was copyright infringement — that when
the Kleins used clips from “Bold
Guy vs. Parkour Girl” in their
reaction video, they violated his
copyright to the video. The Kleins
called on the principle of fair use
in their defense.
According to the U.S. Copyright
Office, fair use is “a legal doctrine
that promotes freedom of expression by permitting the unlicensed
use of copyright-protected works
in certain circumstances… such
as criticism, comment, news
reporting, teaching, scholarship,
and research.” Courts weigh four
factors to decide fair use: the
purpose behind using the new
work, such as nonprofit versus
commercial purpose, the nature
of the new work, how much of the
copyrighted work is used, and the
effect on the market of the work.

“

JUDGE
KATHERINE
FORREST SIDED
WITH THE
KLEINS ON
ALL THREE OF
HOSS’S CLAIMS.

Regarding the first factor, which weighed overwhelmingly in favor of the Kleins, the judge noted
that the Klein reaction video was “quintessential
criticism and comment,” listing examples of Ethan
and Hila Klein clearly criticizing and commenting
on the Hoss video.
As for the second factor, the judge agreed with
Hoss that his work was creative rather than “factual”
in nature, which weighed in his favor.
For the third factor, while the judge agreed that a
large portion of the Hoss video was reproduced —
specifically three minutes and fifteen seconds of a
five minute and twenty four second video — she felt
that this was an appropriate amount of the video for
the Kleins to be able to get their point across, and so
did not weigh this factor in favor of either party.
And for the final factor, the judge wrote that the
Klein video did not affect the market for the original
Hoss video, that indeed they were separate videos
and not substitutes for one another. She concluded
that fair use protected the Kleins against the claim
of copyright infringement.
Hoss had two more claims against the Kleins. The
first claim, that the Kleins misrepresented their
DMCA takedown counter-claim, was dismissed by
the judge since she found that the Kleins had a “good
faith belief” that they were not in violation of the
DMCA. The other claim, that the Kleins defamed
Hoss by releasing a subsequent YouTube video about
the lawsuit, was dismissed on the premise that this
lawsuit video was mostly pure opinion, which cannot
legally be the basis of defamation.
In the end, not only did the Kleins win, but the
YouTube community did as well. “Reaction” videos
abound on the internet, and this case helped establish some legal precedent in favor of reaction videos
as independently protected works, even where the
reactions may be negative and potentially upsetting
to the owner of the original work and where a fairly
large portion of the original work is used.

Aspiring Jack-of-all-trades. Entrepreneur. Improviser. Writer. Lawyer.
Climber. Snowboarder. Lover of food and far-off places.
https://instagram.com/rzelichenko
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Testing, One, Two, Three: How to Acquire
Demo Units for Your YouTube Reviews
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More and more companies are starting to understand the value of user reviews. They will often send out
demo units for YouTubers who want to get their hands on the latest gear for a review. We look at the ins
and outs of acquiring demo units.

PRODUCTS

BY JEFF CHAVES

Testing, One, Two, Three: How to
Acquire Demo Units for Your YouTube Reviews
Who doesn’t enjoy the fresh smell
of new gear? Especially when that
new gear didn’t cost you the new
gear price, or better yet, it’s free. It
is possible to have companies send
you new products and equipment
in exchange for a review. These
products are referred to as “demo

units.” We talked to a YouTube reviewer and a few
company reps to find out what it takes to get your
hands on the latest gear.
ONE CHANNEL’S EXPERIENCE
Sean Cannel runs a channel called Think Media,
which hosts dozens of product reviews along with
tips and tools for YouTubers. He has 350 thousand
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subscribers and nearly 20 million
views. He tells us that there are
generally two ways that companies
provide demo units: “The first is a
unit that you just borrow. Typically a company will just send it
out to you with return mailing
label in the package. You’ll have the
gear, use it, review it for a certain
amount of time, then repackage it
and drop it back at the post office.
Its a pretty cool way to go. But
the second way is even cooler, if
you can get it. You basically get a
review unit that you get to keep, so
it’s free gear!”
Sean says this second method
is usually reserved for established
product reviewers.

This veteran YouTuber tells us that getting started
may be easier than your think — simply ask. “If
you’re just starting out, I would say don’t get too discouraged. I’ve seen people who only try one or two
companies, they don’t hear back and they give up. I
think you’ll see results when you’re trying like twenty
companies, or even 50 or even 100! Really putting it
out there.” Sean says that once you get established,
the companies will start approaching you. He says
that a good way to get up and running with review
units is to approach smaller companies — and not
for big ticket items. He says that he emails marketing reps or uses Twitter to connect with a company
and make the ask.
ADVICE FROM BRANDS
Gus Harilaou is the President, The Americas for
Miller Camera Support Equipment. He tells us that
they generally loan out gear and have users have to

Sean Cannel of ThinkMediaTV reviews all kinds of new video gear. He says the first step for aspiring YouTube product reviewers is simply to start asking for demo units.
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go through a basic process: “We
have a standard loaner agreement
that we send out for the customer.
Basically just stating the obvious:
You’re accepting the equipment
and while its in your possession,
you’ll care for it. We just ask how
long they want to demo it, evaluate it, and review it. That can be
as quick as a week or as long as
a month. From there they just
return the paperwork, filled out,
signed, and we ship the equipment out.” He says they primarily
interested in reviews for newer
product lines, but they don’t mind
seeing serious user reviews on
their older products.
Gus tells us that Miller actually
welcomes review requests, “A lot
of equipment buyers these days
want to demo units for themselves or they want to read one
or 10 reviews before they make
a purchase. So, the more the
merrier.” In other words, their
company knows that buyers often
watch YouTube reviews before
they buy. He says that he cannot
remember them turning down a
request for a demo unit.
GoPro is another company that
understands the benefit of online
reviews. Katie Babineau is the
Senior Manager of Global Social
Media for the action cam giant.
She outlines their requirements:
“When we send demo units to
vloggers, we want to ensure these
are folks who are familiar with GoPro, our products and ecosystem,
and who are excited to give a fair
evaluation of our products. Their

social reach is a big factor for us
too — they need to have a significant following (typically 100K+)
and reach beyond the audiences
we’re traditionally known for.”
Additionally, Katie tells us that
they work with a group of users
who are part of their advocacy
program, made up of partners
who have a passion for their
brand, “They’ve gotta love GoPro,
or at least embody what we stand
for — inspiring others to live
their best life. Social reach is also
very important since the main
object of the program is reaching new audiences and driving
demand across key regions. Typically, we target a social reach of
50K and above, but this threshold
is flexible based on the market.”
Katie notes, “They also need to be
a solid creator and someone who
is eager to learn — we spend a lot
of time on training and elevating
skill levels as our products progress and evolve.”
START WHERE YOU ARE.
It’s really all a matter of starting
small and developing a reputation and an audience. These rules
would generally apply to just about
any industry, not just video content. The first step might be to rent
equipment. As your channel grows,
who knows, companies might start
knocking on your door.
Jeff Chaves is the Chief Creative Officer
of Grace Pictures Inc., which he co-owns
with his wife, Peggy. He got his start as an
Army Broadcaster in the 1980s and spent
12 plus years working on broadcasting. Jeff
left broadcast television to pursue full-time
ministry.
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IT’S REALLY
ALL A MATTER
OF STARTING
SMALL AND
DEVELOPING
A REPUTATION
AND AN
AUDIENCE.

I AM THE NEW FULL-FRAME D850. When self-taught builder, metal worker, and
“maker-of-everything,” April Wilkerson needed to take her how-to videos to the next level,
she turned to the Nikon D850. With 4K UHD video and amazing low-light shooting, the
D850 shows her work like never before. Focus peaking, 4K/8K time-lapse, and 120 fps
slow-motion add to the list of the D850’s cutting-edge video features. Even more, the D850’s
unmatched combination of resolution and speed assure that April’s still shots are just as
exceptional. Showcase your passion in the way it deserves with Nikon’s most versatile camera ever.
See how the D850 has what it takes at nikonusa.com/D850.
Nikon is a registered trademark of Nikon Corporation. ©2017 Nikon Inc.
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SUBSCRIBERS: 36,139
UPLOADS: 64
VIDEO VIEWS: 2,583,343
CHANNEL TYPE: FILM
USER CREATED: APR 8TH, 2006

You may not recognize Jae55555 by name, but there’s a
good chance you’ve encountered his cartoons.

JAE55555

ANIMATING THE INTERNET:

How Jae55555 is Forging his Own Path
as an Independent Animator on YouTube
BY NICOLE LAJEUNESSE

Jarett Riley, aka Jae55555 or Jae
Pentafive, fell in love with animation in second grade when his
older brother introduced him to
cartooning in it’s most basic form
with a series of images drawn on
sticky notes to create the illusion
of movement. This simple flipbook
inspired Jae to begin creating his

own cartoons. It wasn’t long before he decided to
turn his new-found passion into a source of income
and started his own business selling original flipbooks to his classmates.
Today, Jae is a full-time animator working under
his own independent production house, Cartoon
Cyborg. When not drawing commissioned cartoons, Jae spends time developing an animated
series called “Plungerdog.” Though his grade school
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dream of becoming the world’s
greatest animator and receiving
million-dollar paychecks may
not have come to fruition — yet
— he has carved out a niche for
himself animating for the likes
of Game Grumps and YouTube’s
biggest and most controversial
star, PewDiePie.
THE ANIMATION PROCESS
We joined Jae at work on his latest
PewDiePie animation via Twitch,
where he frequently live streams
his drawing sessions. Watching
the cartoon emerge from the blank
frame gave us a new appreciation for the time and attention Jae
devotes to his videos.
Jae says the flexible process
behind the PewDiePie animations
make them especially enjoyable to
create. Rather than simply animating an entire existing PewDiePie
video from beginning to end, Jae
takes the audio from several videos
and splices it together to form a
new, original story on which the
resulting cartoon is based.
Jae’s custom audio edit serves
as the foundation for the rest of
the video. From there, he sets the
pacing of the video using simple
placeholder frames to mark the
start of each new scene.
Once that rhythm is established,
Jae starts to fill in the different
scenes one at a time. “I don’t think
very far ahead,” he says, “I kinda
take it as it comes.”
This loose approach makes it
easier for Jae to improvise and experiment as he draws: “I challenge
myself. I set my own boundaries. I

As Jae works, he will often live stream the process on Twitch, answering viewer questions and chatting with fans.

add my own creative gags, and no one really tells me
no. It’s nice.”
When crafting his cartoons, Jae takes pride in adhering to traditional animation practices — he draws
each cartoon frame by frame to achieve more organic
movements. In further effort toward this goal, Jae
often forsakes common shortcuts used by larger productions. “I’ve recently, this year, started animating
without onion skinning, and it’s made it a lot more
difficult.” Onion skinning allows you to see and trace
over the previous frame so that you don’t need to
constantly flip back and forth between images.
Avoiding the use of onion skinning means Jae’s
cartoons take longer to create, but it also makes them
more dynamic. He explains, “I feel like it slows me
down a lot, but it also makes my movements more diverse.” He toggles between his current frame and the
previous one to demonstrate, saying, “I wouldn’t have
thought of these movements if I had seen them back
a frame.” Jae also avoids tweening, rigging characters
and reusing too many elements. “I really try to avoid
tricks,” he says.
Still, Jae doesn’t consider himself a perfectionist: “I
think one of my strengths while I’m animating is that
I don’t redraw stuff that much. I kinda just move on,
even when I’m not happy with it, and try to just improve on it as I go. Or just get it right the first time.” He
also understands that making a profit through animaYO U T U B E R
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tion requires some compromise.
“You have to learn when to limit
yourself,” says Jae, “I’m really bad at
that. That’s not to say, like, the stuff
do is amazing; it’s just the best I can
do every time — which is good for
learning, but it’s bad for business.”
The key for Jae seems to have been
finding the right clients. “With both
the Game Grumps and PewDiePie,”
Jae says, “they just kinda trust me.”
Usually, the only stipulation for his
commissioned work is just to make
it funny. “That is the dream,” according to Jae, “if I can make a living
doing that, that’s dope as hell.”
PLATFORM CHALLENGES
Watching Jae work makes it clear
exactly how long the animation
process can take. In addition to the
sheer patience required to complete a video, the time involved in
producing a cartoon creates special
challenges for independent animators posting on YouTube. Since
YouTube changed their search and
recommendation algorithm to favor watch time over views in 2012,
independent channels posting
content that requires large time
investments have struggled.
The algorithm shifted to surface
channels and uploads that keep
viewers on YouTube longer, meaning that even if your two minute
video has a million views, it might
not show up in searches as often —
or earn as much ad revenue — as a
similar video with a run time of ten
minutes. Vloggers who can produce
a new five or ten minute video everyday have no problem supplying
the constant influx of content the

Plungerdog, Jae’s animated series about a psychedelic mushroom man and his rapidly
learning dog, is still under development. Jae ultimately aims to get the series on TV.

algorithm demands, but since it’s almost impossible
for independent animators working alone to produce
the volume of content needed to compete in the new
landscape of online, it’s much harder for animators
to gain traction on the platform. It’s very difficult for
animators to actually make money from advertisers on
YouTube. This has led many animators to leave YouTube and look for other outlets for their work.
Jae’s recommendation is to go directly to the source
of funding. “You’ll make money from people who
wanna buy videos. YouTube is the most unstable
route ever for an animator.” Commissions and collaboration, Jae says, are much more reliable if you can
get hooked up with the right people.
NETWORKING, THE BAD AND THE GOOD
Before Jae55555 started animating for established
YouTubers, he was posting mostly original cartoons
to his channel. Jae’s serious effort to grow on YouTube started with his Game Grumps animations — a
tactic suggested by Jae’s then-manager at Maker Studios, Vernon Shaw. The strategy works to a point, Jae
says. Having a cartoon tied to a prominent channel
increases the chances it will be seen by a wider audience, thus bringing your work more views.
When Maker was bought by Disney in 2014, Jae got a
new manager. “After Vernon left,” Jae recalls, “it was a
YO U T U B E R
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nightmare for me. Vernon was the
only good part of Maker.” Unlike
Vernon, Jae’s new manager offered
virtually no support for Jae or his
channel — a common complaint
among creators in larger networks
like Machinima and Maker Studios.
The worst of it came when Jae,
dissatisfied with his new support team, attempted to leave the
network. As many creators have
experienced, Jae found himself
trapped in a contract that could only
be terminated during a very specific
period that came around only once
a year. Needless to say, Jae marked
his calendar and ended his contract
as soon as legally possible. He hasn’t
looked back since: “If you’re on YouTube, it’s really unnecessary, I believe, to be part of an MCN because
you’re doing things independently …
unless they’re giving you physical
work, you’re just giving away something that you worked on.”
His partnership with Maker Studios behind him, Jae has continued to grow his channel through
collaborations with established
creators, but ironically, when Jae
posted his first PewDiePie animation, it actually cost him subscribers. The controversial megastar
was not widely respected within
Jae’s fan-base.
Jae made “Metal Milk—
PewDiePie Animated” after
PewDiePie put out a call for
animators, but for over a year, it
went unnoticed — not surprising given the volume of responses
PewDiePie undoubtedly received.
Still determined if somewhat
deflated, Jae began reaching out to

Jae made “Metal Milk” in response to a call for animators from PewDiePie, but it wasn’t
until Jae reached out to a fellow animator on Twitter that he and PewDiePie connected
and began collaborating.

whomever he could on Twitter in an effort to get the
cartoon into PewDiePie’s inbox.
Happily, Jae’s persistence paid off and eventually,
fellow animator Danny Lesco, who had worked with
PewDiePie previously, put the two creators in touch.
Once PewDiePie saw Jae’s video, the pair struck up a
deal. Jae was commissioned to produce an on-going series of original cartoons based on PewDiePie’s uploads.
EFFECTS OF THE ADPOCALYPSE
When Jae and PewDiePie started collaborating, they
agreed to split the advertising revenue generated by
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VIDEO, THE
PAIR STRUCK
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each of Jae’s cartoons. This worked
out great for the first upload — at
that point, PewDiePie’s channel
was raking in the ad dollars. Jae
received a substantial sum for
his first PewDiePie cartoon and
believed he was closer to making
animation a sustainable, even
profitable, career.
That, of course, changed in the
first part of 2017 when, just a couple
of months after Jae’s first PewDiePie
cartoon went up, the Adpocalypse
struck. This time, it was more than
just animators who were impacted
by changes at YouTube.
In the wake of a mass advertiser
exodus spurred on primarily by
sensational reporting on a controversial PewDiePie video, YouTube
changed their monetization
requirements and instated an automated system meant to find and
flag videos deemed unsuitable for
advertisers. Many of PewDiePie’s
videos were caught up in that net,
and as a result, Jae’s partnership
with PewDiePie became much less
profitable. His second collabora-

tion with the YouTube juggernaut returned barely a
tenth of the profits of the first.
This turn of events led the pair to renegotiate the
terms of their deal, and Jae’s work with PewDiePie is
currently enough to sustain him as an independent
animator. “The adpocalypse is super real, though,” Jae
concludes, “It sucks.”
Though Jae and PewDiePie were able to adjust
their deal to the new advertising landscape, the whole
ordeal serves to highlight the how unstable revenue
on the platform can be. Many are looking for alternatives to Adsense and other ad-based sources of
income, with Patreon becoming increasingly popular.
Jae observes, “Patreon is the only hope for people who
are independent creators right now.” Direct support
from viewers certainly seems like a promising alternative for creators struggling with demonetization.
PARTING WORDS
Despite the inherent challenges that come with being
an independent animator in the online video space,
Jae had this heartening advice for aspiring cartoonists: “If you feel like you suck, you’re always going
to feel like that. But the important thing is to just
continue to improve.”
“To get started,” he says, “just start. Don’t think
about it too much. Just get to work.”
Nicole LaJeunesse is the Managing Editor at Videomaker Magazine
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Something smelled fishy when Scott Sorensen interviewed
for a production assistant gig with Discovery Channel’s
popular MythBusters television series. It was him.

SCOTT SORENSEN
FROM MYTHBUSTERS TO MEGABOTS

T

he recent UC Santa Cruz
graduate was paying bills
by gutting fish on a Pacific
coast pier when he heard
about the job opening on Craigslist. Over 50 episodes and nine
years later, Scott worked his way

BY DAVID WELTON

to Director of Photography. Currently, he’s working on a project
called MegaBots.
WHAT’S A MEGABOT?
You may have heard of BattleBots,
the TV series featuring small
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remote-controlled weaponized
robots that duke it out in a small
arena. It’s similar to a destruction
derby for radio controlled cars.
MegaBots is a much bigger idea.
The largest MegaBot fighting machine, called Eagle Prime,

SCOTT SORENSEN

FROM MYTHBUSTERS TO MEGABOTS
stands 16-feet tall and weighs in at
12 tons. These hydraulic-powered
machines are not remote controlled. No, they have two human
pilots in the cockpit. Eagle Prime
gets power from a 430 horsepower V8 engine you might find
in a Chevrolet Corvette and cost a
whopping $2.5 million to build.
The budding MegaBot sport
draws inspiration from BattleBots,
mixed martial arts and Transformers—with a little monster truck
madness mixed in just for fun.
Because of safety concerns for the
human pilots, battles must be carefully controlled. The fights move
slowly and methodically — the audience typically views a highly edited
production. In the current evolution
of the sport, live coverage would not
be very compelling to watch — the
action would simply be too slow.
Founded in 2014, MegaBots was
the creation of Gui Cavalcanti and
Matt Oehrlein. The two engineers
grew up playing video games,
watching movies and reading
comic books featuring giant fighting robots. The official vision of
MegaBots is to “entertain a growing global audience of science-fiction fans and eSport enthusiasts
by turning their dreams about
giant robot combat into epic reality.” The company’s headquarters
is in Hayward, CA.
Scott’s experience with MythBusters proved invaluable as he
approached the task of filming
fighting MegaBots in action. In
MythBusters, he had filmed hours
of explosions and other shots that
Scott only had one chance to cap-

Megabots creators Gui Cavalcanti (left) and Matt Oehrlein (right) give scale to the
gigantic robots featured on their show.

ture. Scott says that there was usually no chance for a
“take two” on the MythBusters set after an explosion
destroyed the subject of the shot. The shot must be
captured the first time because there just isn’t a second time. Filming MegaBots offers similar challenges.
THE JAPANESE DUEL
Recently, the MegaBots team challenged Japanbased Suidobashi Heavy Industry to the world’s first
giant robot duel. Team Japan’s fighting machine,
called Kuratas, was 13 feet tall and weighed in at 6.5
tons — smaller than Team USA’s mammoth entry.
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The epic bout took place in September 2017 in the warehouse of
an abandoned steel mill in Japan.
The logistical challenges of producing the fight were staggering.
MegaBots had to ship their huge
robot to Japan in pieces and then
reassemble it in preparation for
battle. Scott recalls that the fighting machine traveled on a huge
truck to the makeshift set at the
steel mill. But the truck was so big
that the bot had to be offloaded to
a smaller truck to maneuver into
the warehouse.
During the duel, Scott ran the
cockpit cameras while five camera
operators filled out the camera duties. In addition, a drone hovered
in the warehouse to capture the
historic battle from above. Communication flowed through a
headset system that connected the
entire crew and the pilots.
Once the bots went into action,
the crew took refuge a safe distance away. Literally no one knows
what will happen once these behemoths start mixing it up. Here’s
Scott’s advice, “It’s very valuable to
go into a shoot having a plan. Then
be ready to throw that plan out as
soon as you arrive.”
The biggest challenge he faced
was controlling cameras at a significant, and safe, distance. So, Scott
rigged up a solution to remotely
control the cockpit cameras.

Scott used remotely controlled Blackmagic Micro Cinema
Cameras to capture the cockpit interiors and the pilots controlling the huge machines in the battle between Team USA and
Team Japan.

REMOTE CONTROL
TO THE RESCUE
Scott doesn’t have to worry about
running out of power with the
Blackmagic Micro Cinema cam-
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eras he uses inside the robot’s
cockpit — the cameras get power
from the robot’s onboard AC inverter. However, running out of record time because of a maxed-out
memory card is always a concern.
Fortunately, the Micros — which
are also used in drones — have
an expansion port that allows for
various types of custom remote
control. Using this expansion port
feature, Scott assembled radio controlled plane parts into a custom
system that allowed him to wirelessly control the start/stop functions of up to six cameras.
Before designing the wireless
system, he had to climb into the
robot, start each camera, climb
down the robot, then wait for the
robot to boot up before the action
could began. He then repeated
the steps after the action ended.
This procedure proved to be very
cumbersome and resulted in many
minutes of unneeded recordings.
This just made post-production
more complicated, especially if
we’re talking about six cameras.
Each camera is assigned a different frequency for the RC controller,
and the RC receiver is mounted on
the robot. Scott chose the Micros
because of their small size and impressive video quality in the low light
situation inside the robot’s cockpit.
SLOWING DOWN
THE ACTION
During his tenure at MythBusters,
Scott became an expert at high
speed filming. This type of recording
results in crystal clear images of fast
moving action — like explosions.

Scott planned for the unexpected by setting up lots of cameras to capture each scene.
Drones in particular were useful for capturing the scope of the action.
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He learned from experience that
a camera operator should always
assume that the explosion will be
bigger than expected. His advice
is to shoot wide and use as many
cameras as feasible.
Let’s say a shoot calls for blowing
up a boat in the middle of a lake.
Scott would place multiple cameras on shore at various angles.
He’d place two GoPros on buoys
near the boat and two GoPros with
a wireless feed on the soon-to-be
doomed boat. For the high-speed
shot, he’d employ two Vision Research Phantom cameras on shore.
Overhead, there would be at least
one drone.
The fastest frame rate that he
ever recorded is 100,000 frames
per second. At this speed, he could
only capture a few seconds of
video. Scott learned that he could
not rely on the sound of an explo-

sion to prompt him to hit the record button. Through
trial and error, he discovered that sound travels too
slowly. He discovered that a visual cue is the only way
to accurately trigger the recording of an explosion.
In a shoot designed to capture the image of a speeding bullet in slow motion, Scott recorded at 73,000
frames per second. He recalls, “If you wrote something
on the side of the bullet, you would have been able to
read it.” Scott says that a typical bullet recording would
have 1 or 1.5 seconds of total record time.
A COMPELLING SUBJECT
Scott thinks that MegaBots are exciting to watch. He
quips, “If giant robots were recorded with iPhones,
they would be popular. I don’t think you need much
to make MegaBots appealing to an audience.” But
that doesn’t stop him from using the best equipment
and techniques he can to produce quality video.
As for the safety concerns inherent to filming
MegaBot battles, Scott describes what to avoid, “I’ve
heard that having hydraulic fluid sprayed on you is
extremely unpleasant.”
David Welton is an analog soul in a digital world, and purveyor of
Media Studies mindfulness at Butte College in northern California
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